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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

 

Implementation and empirical evaluation of a publish-subscribe framework 

employing content-based placement of computations 

 

by 

 

Chandana Dushamali Kapugama Arachchige 

Master of Science in Computer Science 

University of California, San Diego, 2010 

Professor William G. Griswold, Chair 

 

Content-based publish-subscribe (CBPS) framework acts as the basic element 

in context-aware applications due to its potential to provide an efficient event 

distribution, better separation of concerns and extensibility. This thesis attempts to 

evaluate a proximity relationship algorithm presented in the system Fulcrum [BG05] 

in an actual publish-subscribe implementation called Ubibot [VEG09]. The Fulcrum 

makes CBPS subscriptions first-class by allowing the subscriptions to have 

computations associated with them and making those computations to be full-flown, 

including the ability to advertise their own events and subscribing to multiple events 

from multiple sources. The Ubibot is modified to support content-based routing and 
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then implement the idea presented in Fulcrum. The solution is evaluated by using a 

buddy proximity scenario covering a wide range of behavioral possibilities, looking 

for anomalies. An overall performance of lg2(distance) is achieved from the 

algorithm and lg2(Original Events) of reduced event traffic. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

In context-aware computing, data is taken from a highly dynamic environment 

and synthesized into information and knowledge for decision making. The concept 

behind context-aware computing is to minimize the computation load by directing the 

right information to the right person, application or device. Most existing context- 

aware applications are focused on local and static information (e.g., my location with 

respect to other buildings in the university). However, the current context is mainly 

focused on the evaluation of the relationships between local dynamic data and other 

dynamic data in a mobile environment. This data is then synthesized using some 

computations in order to make decisions about those relationships. 

As an example, we can think of a set of criminally active people that has been 

arrested, convicted and paroled. The parole condition specifies that they are not 

allowed to associate with each other (e.g., come within 100 yards of each other) for a 

period of one year. Then each gang member is associated with a mobile device which 

has a GPS sensor attached to it. This will allow it to report their position at regular 

intervals to a parole officer in the field. In this scenario, all the communication is 

achieved using low powered mobile devices. When dealing with mobile devices, it is 

required to reduce the communication to conserve power. 
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Likewise, colleagues with mobile phones are interested in buddy proximity to 

meet each other for a quick chat / meeting. To succeed in these environments, there 

should be a way to achieve efficient data distribution and processing. The publish-

subscribe framework available in the Ubibot has the potential to support this 

requirement. 

The publish-subscribe framework is a distributed computing standard that 

consists of three principal components: subscribers, publishers, and an infrastructure 

for event delivery. Subscribers express their interest in an event or a pattern of events 

(e.g., new GPS location of an individual). Publishers (e.g. Mobile device‟s GPS unit) 

generate events (e.g. publishing new GPS location). The infrastructure is in charge of 

matching events with the interests and distributes them to the subscribers. This 

scenario is shown below. 

 

Figure1.1: An example of a publish-subscribe framework 

Publish-subscribe can be of two types based on the way the subscribers 

specify their interest: Topic/Subject based or content-based [SC06]. Early publish-
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subscribe systems were mostly topic based and events were classified based on their 

topic or subject [EFGK01]. Subscribers in topic-based publish-subscribe systems 

specify their interest by subscribing to a topic, also known as feed, channel, subject, 

or group. Each event produced by the publisher is labeled with a topic and sent to all 

the subscribers. 

 Content-based publish-subscribe systems were introduced to take advantage 

of the semantics of a message. In other words, messages are delivered to subscribers if 

the content of the message matches the rules defined by the subscribers.  

Topic-based publish-subscribe systems are rather static and basic compared to 

a content-based one. In this research we are dealing with dynamic environments 

which involve complex filters that need to be executed on the event content, before 

routing those events to the subscribers. For example, the buddy proximity scenario 

described above needs to know the distance between the colleagues not the raw GPS 

location of them. Therefore, it is clear that this research should focus on content-based 

publish-subscribe system rather than the topic-based publish-subscribe system. 

1.2 Problem Domain 
 

There are some existing solutions, SIENA [CRW00], Gryphon [JS03], Ubibot  

[VEG09], which successfully implement the publish-subscribe framework. Whenever 

a subscriber wants to perform some computation using the publisher‟s data and alert 

some other publisher/subscriber when a particular condition meets, first it has to 

subscribe to that publisher. Then every time a new piece of data is available at the 

publisher‟s end, the publisher informs the subscriber. Then the subscriber performs 

the computations and checks whether the condition is met. This will involve a heavy 

workload at both the subscriber‟s and the publisher‟s end. 
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  When dealing with context-aware relationships like proximity relationships, it 

is necessary to accept attributes from different events that may be coming from 

different publishers and evaluate them. With the current CBPS there aren‟t any good 

approaches of evaluating attributes across event boundaries. Moreover, we do not 

want to subscribe to raw location events which will involve heavy computation 

processing at the subscriber‟s end. 

It would be beneficial, if we can send the computation to be performed to the 

publisher, ask it to perform the computation every time a new data is available and 

notify the subscribers only when the condition is satisfied. This will be a better and 

more efficient approach in terms of network cost. The Fulcrum [BG05] describes an 

efficient way of implementing a CBPS and dealing with proximity relationships based 

on a range ring strategy. 

1.3 Fulcrum 

Fulcrum is an extension of CBPS, where it creates an efficient method for 

internet-scale context-aware publish-subscribe which preserves the anonymous and 

loosely coupled nature of CBPS. 

The Fulcrum implementation allows its subscribers to inject domain specific 

knowledge (implementation strategies) into the network in the form of “agents” which 

was developed using Java applets. This allows the subscriber to subscribe directly to a 

derived relationship such as the distance between two entities. Agents serve as proxies 

to observe, transform and filter data that a basic subscription is incapable of 

performing. They also serve as distributed algorithms that help in the filtering process 

to determine the satisfaction of a given relationship property. 
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The algorithm presented in Fulcrum uses the idea of creating range-ring 

regions so that each sensor proxy can act independently most of the time and can 

exchange data only on an as-needed basis. Therefore, Fulcrum can eliminate 

unnecessary event traffic in the network. Further details upon the range-ring algorithm 

are described in the Chapter 3. 

Fulcrum has achieved 81% reduction of event traffic for detecting the 

proximity of mobile buddies in comparison to the current positioning technologies. 

The reason to achieve this is its open implementation approach of “agents” and 

exchange of data only on an as- needed basis. 

1.4 Hypothesis 
 

The approach is focused upon on an efficient CBPS implementation and 

evaluation on the Ubibot framework leveraging the idea presented in Fulcrum. We 

want the subscribers to place content-based computations at the publisher‟s end.  We 

try to achieve this by deploying the subscriptions with their computations, using 

scripts which can be sent across the network. These scripts will then be attached to the 

publishers. Scripts at a publisher‟s end are intelligent enough to perform the specific 

computations whenever new data is available and inform subscribers if the 

computation is satisfied. 

The goal is to reduce the network cost and achieve full efficiency in the 

mobile environment. 
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1.5 Implementation Approach 
  

The approach makes CBPS subscriptions first-class by allowing computations 

to    

(a) Be full-flown computations 

(b) Advertising their own events  

(c) Subscribing to multiple events from multiple sources.  

 The research allows subscribers to inject domain specific knowledge 

(implementation strategies) into the network in the form of scripts. Scripts are used to 

pass the subscriptions to the publishers. This is achieved by the script technology 

(S#). 

These scripts serve two purposes. First, they serve as proxies to observe, 

transform, and filter data in ways that a basic query/subscription cannot.  Second, they 

serve as distributed algorithms that collaborate in the filtering process to determine 

the satisfaction of a given relationship property. This is especially helpful in high 

frequency raw events that combine into low frequency context-aware events.  Note 

that the same property can be implemented by different strategies as suitable to the 

context of use.  Thus, the same implementation strategy can be reused among 

properties with similar semantics. Leveraging the content-based routing capabilities, 

we introduce the placement of scripts to efficiently set up communication pathways 

between the publishers and subscribers in a distributed algorithm. This preserves 

CBPS‟s desirable separation of concern property, while exercising considerable 

control over the placement of computations in the network. 

For example, in a location based proximity relationship between the two 

entities, we know that the distance is inherently continuous. Therefore, the distance 
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must first shrink by half, and then by half again, and so on before a desired proximity 

can be reached. This idea allows us to create bounding regions between the two 

entities and allow the scripts to act independently most of the time while exchanging 

data only on an as-needed basis.  As a result, these scripts are able to eliminate 

unnecessary event traffic in the network.  All relationships have a unique name 

associated with it. Interested subscribers can subscribe to a particular relationship by 

sending a script to the publisher of that relationship. When the relationship is 

satisfied, the publisher sends a notification to all the subscribers. 

Although the range ring algorithm we use seems complex and subscriptions 

are complicated, our approach eases programmer's effort as the computations we 

place at the publishers are automatically executed when new event data is generated 

and a communication happens only to inform about important events. In the 

traditional approach, the programmer is responsible of propagating every single raw 

event to the subscribers and programming them to check for proximity condition 

satisfactions. When comparing the network cost incur in the old approach to 

propagate all the unwanted events, our algorithm and subscriptions build up a more 

efficient CBPS. 

The publish-subscribe infrastructure of our approach is based on an existing 

prototyping infrastructure for  Mobile Context-Aware Computing (Ubibot), which is a 

flexible publish-subscribe framework implemented on top of instant messaging 

[VEG09].  The use of instant messaging as a means of communication provides many 

of the application and system layer functionalities free of charge. The Ubibot platform 

is flexible enough that it allows adding services on top of it, allows us to use the 

existing functionalities and modify them. 
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When a publisher or subscriber communicates with one another, the existing 

mechanism in Ubibot is to broadcast the messages to all the plug-ins in the 

framework. This involves unnecessary processing of incoming messages since there is 

no way to specify which plug-in should process a particular message. This results in 

an increased network cost as well as reduced efficiency.  

Proposed solution modifies the infrastructure of the Ubibot so that it can 

accommodate scripts just like regular plug-ins and add the possibility to address a 

particular plug-in/script.  

Associating the modified Ubibot infrastructure with a scripting framework 

will allow us to implement Fulcrum features into the Ubibot to create a more efficient 

CBPS. 

1.6 Evaluation 
 

The performance and complexity of our approach is analyzed against the 

traditional Ubibot framework. Since our approach is mainly focused on proximity 

relationships, it is evaluated on a few test scenarios to cover a wide range of 

behavioral possibilities, looking for anomalies. 

1.7 Overview 
 

 Chapter 2 describes the need for an efficient context-aware approach for the 

mobile environment. It describes two main scenarios that we will be using in this 

research while analyzing the recurring themes found in the scenarios. It also mentions 

two technical approaches that can be applied in our solution.  

 Chapter 3 describes the design aspects of our solution. It also describes the 

two scenarios in detail and also talks about the proximity detection distributed 
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algorithm. At the end of the chapter 3, we discuss the reusable components of the 

system. 

 Chapter 4 describes the general implementation aspects of our approach which 

describe the specific features of the Fulcrum added to Ubibot framework to make it an 

efficient CBPS. 

Chapter 5 describes the specific implementation details of the buddy proximity 

relationship scenario in the modified Ubibot framework. 

 Chapter 6 describes the evaluation and performance aspects of the system. 

This chapter also discusses the results of pair-wise proximity testing related to a few 

behavioral scenarios. 

 Chapter 7 summarizes our work and presents opportunities for further 

research. 
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Chapter 2 

Problem and Opportunity 

2.1 Problem and opportunity Overview 

“Our ability to efficiently act on opportunities or needs in the world is limited 

less by the information available than by our ability to observe it, reason about it, and 

act on it in a timely fashion” [BG05]. 

As an example, imagine that a criminal gang has been apprehended, convicted 

and paroled. They are informed not to associate with one another for a period of one 

year and to live within 100 yards of one another. Their parole officer in the field 

should know when and where they are in violation. The parole officer may be 

interested in keeping track of every movement of every gang member in order to 

determine parole violations. However, if we want to track additional kinds of 

proximities or data relationships information overload becomes a bottleneck. 

The efficient way of handling the above described information would be to get 

a notification only when something of actual interest occurs and not to be in 

surveillance otherwise. The condition required to trigger such an event notification 

would be expressed as the relationship between the attributes of dynamic data, 

originating as individual events from potentially multiple publishers.  

The technology for the above scenario is presented in this thesis. One 

important goal of ubiquitous computing is to help the user overcome information 

overload and concentrate on the current task. [Weiser91]  Therefore there should be a 
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way to reduce the amount of information that each user receives and not to 

overwhelm the network. Therefore, complex relationships will require to be 

distributed throughout the network. For example, to avoid a flood of location reports 

to determine the location proximity between entities, the network should only forward 

the relevant ones. 

In this thesis we mainly focus on solving the information overload in location 

proximity relationships. The example scenarios are described below. 

2.1.1 Location Proximity 

The scenario for location proximity of buddies will be used as a running 

example throughout this thesis. This example is a simple and a useful one. 

The fundamental problem is to know when two people are close to one 

another. The idea of being close is context-dependent and hence is user-defined to 

correspond with the circumstances. In the following scenarios, it shows that close 

need not be symmetric between two people. 

Scenario 1: Buddy Proximity 

  It is a known fact that more can be accomplished during a two-minute face-to-

face discussion than hours of e-mail or telephone exchanges. Sometimes we are 

interested in knowing whether our friends are close by so that we could meet up for 

lunch or coffee. In such cases, the “impromptu hallway meeting” serves our need 

well. We could improve the likelihood of such meetings if we could monitor the 

location of our desired collaborators and somehow be notified when they are within, 

say, ten yards, thus alerting us to their presence as shown in Figure 2.1. 

. 
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Figure 2.1: Scenario 1- Buddy Proximity 

 

Scenario 2: Criminal-Gang Parole Violation Detection 

 Consider the case of gang members. They are caught, convicted and 

ultimately released on probation with the condition that, for the period of one-year, 

none of them are allowed to join together. For this group, no two members are to be 

located within 100 yards of one another.  This scenario is shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2: Scenario 2-Criminal-Gang Parole Violation Detection 
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To monitor their activity, each member is outfitted with a HP pocket PC 

mobile that constantly reports their GPS position. The parole officer then needs to 

monitor and analyze all the position reports to determine any parole violations. The 

continuous flood of position data would place a considerable strain on the parole 

officer who has responsibility for not just one gang but perhaps hundreds of people. 

One possible solution to reduce this overload of information is to minimize the rate of 

reports to one report per minute. In our solution we report GPS position updates only 

when necessary. This approach is described in the following section. 

Whenever the discussion of high availability of information occurs, there also 

arises a frequent concern over privacy. In some cases, the subjects may not have a 

choice as in the case of criminal gang parole violation detection scenario.  In a buddy 

proximity scenario we can assume that the subjects are willing to share their GPS 

location updates with their close friends. Complex privacy issues are beyond the 

scope of this thesis. 

2.1.2 Scenario Analysis 

There are four recurring themes in the two examples described above. These 

themes act as the base for problem formulation and the analysis criteria when we 

evaluate existing capabilities and proposed solution. 

2.1.2.1 Well Personalized 

The data relationships of interest are highly personalized even if the data 

elements are reused. If we consider about the criminal gang member scenario, the 

parole officer is concerned about parole violations (criminal gang member‟s location 

relative to other gang member); the criminal is interested in hanging out with his 
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buddies (criminal gang member‟s location with respect to his friend). It‟s clear that 

the criminal gang member‟s location is reused at least twice, but each data 

relationship is different and unlikely to be reused. 

2.1.2.2 Multiple Variables, Multiple publishers, Soft Real time 

The relationships of interest concern the relationships of multiple variables, 

reported from multiple publishers, in real time. To consider location proximity, it is 

essential to concurrently consider the location reports for all participants, as reported 

from their mobile phones and then apply distance computations to relate the positions. 

2.1.2.3 Identity Correlation 

Each component that produces information is uniquely identifiable. Each 

report of a location should be able to be mapped with its reporter whenever needed.  

In our case, the identity is achieved by the sender name which is its msn id together 

with the script name attached to it. 

2.1.2.4 Recurring reports 

Each person gets continuous reports of their new GPS location whenever it 

gets changed. For example, “A”„s location is meaningful as its current location only 

until it gets a new update from the GPS sensor. Continuously reported sensor data will 

enable better decision making. 

2.1.3 Scenario Summary 

It was possible to come up with some basic scenarios to examine the location 

proximity relationships between two people.  The relationships examined concern 

primarily repeating, uniquely identifiable content (e.g.: A‟s location), the relationship 

tend to be personalized (e.g.: only of interest to the individual specifying the 
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relationship) and the relationships require the evaluation of multiple variables with 

respect to one another, generated by multiple publishers. 

It is not humanly possible to constantly be aware of all the available 

information of interest due to both human and technical limitations. Yet, we desire all 

this information and more as well as mechanisms to reduce it to easily digestible 

quantities. This is all a part of being more efficient with real time. The basic challenge 

then is to bring available technologies to bear in a way that can achieve these goals 

and develop new capabilities to overcome remaining technical challenges. 

2.2 Technical Approach  

The infrastructure provided by Ubibot [VEG09] is used as the main CBPS 

architecture with some additional functionality.  All the message routing is achieved 

through scripts which are known as the S# technology which is an extension of the C# 

technology. Ubibot framework is modified to support the content-based routing. The 

scripting functionality is added to Ubibot to make it possible to process and execute 

scripts within the framework. Ubibot framework serves as the infrastructure to which 

one can independently connect information providers, known as publishers, and 

information consumers, known as subscribers.  

When implementing proximity relationship scenarios, it is assumed that the 

subscribers know their interested publishers‟ identity and they can send subscription 

scripts for relationships of interest. 
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2.2.1 Infrastructure  

As mentioned in the previous chapters, the Ubibot framework acts as the 

infrastructure for our implementation. Ubibot is built on top of instant messaging 

(IM).  The basic components of Ubibot would be “Nodes” and “Message Processors”. 

A node can have many message processors attached it to it. 

The Ubibot‟s key feature is the service. A service is a semi-autonomous 

computational unit that has the potential to publish events of a prescribed type, as well 

as subscribe to events of a type as prescribed by another service. A complete 

application consists of one or more services. For example, a mobile phone application 

may provide services for location, sound capture, image capture, etc. When an 

application consists of just a single service, it may be referred to simply as a service 

itself.  

Nodes can host one or more services and/or plug-ins. A message processor 

watching the IM channel parses incoming messages (event objects) to recognize the 

destination service and route appropriately. Messages between services on the same 

node are handled with internal routing, avoiding the IM channel. 

In the current implementation, it is not possible to directly communicate with 

the services or plug-ins attached to a node.  For example if we want to communicate 

with PluginA, we need to contact "MsgProcPluginA” message processor within the 

entity “A“. The previous mechanism broadcasted the message to all the plug-ins 

within the node as shown in the Figure 2.3. But with the new implementation it is now 

possible to send and receive a message directly to a plug-in, service or a script. 

E.g:  Receiver :  A@hotmail.com   (old version) 

       Receiver: A@hotmail.com~ MsgProcPluginA  (new version) 

mailto:A@hotmail.com
mailto:A~MsgProcSubsctibe@hotmail.com
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The symbol “~” is used to separate the entity‟s identity with the addressed plug-in 

name /service name or the script name. If we want to address a particular script we 

mention the specific script name after node‟s identity as shown in Figure 2.3. 

         e.g.: A @hotmail.com~scriptA 

 

Figure 2.3: Old and new approach of addressing 

2.2.2 Scripting framework 

  Scripting framework (S#) is a weakly-typed dynamic language and runtime 

infrastructure to make applications extendable, customizable and highly flexible. It 

allows introducing expressions and large code blocks evaluation within our 

applications in the similar way Microsoft Office deals with VBScript, gives us 

possibilities providing rich formula evaluation capabilities like it can be seen in MS 

Excel, etc. 

mailto:A~scriptA@hotmail.com
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Scripts are fully remotable; can be sent across the wire and executed on a 

remote machine. 

 Ubibot framework is modified in a way where it is possible to process and 

execute scripts within the framework.  There are four main functionalities related to 

scripts; add a script, edit a script, execute a script and remove a script.  

Structure of a typical script which will show a message box “Hello World” is 

shown below: 

{"From":"ace2beta@hotmail.com","To":"ace2alpha@hotmail.com","SCRIPT_ID":["TEST_SCRIPT"]

,“ACTION":["ADD_SCRIPT_PROCESSOR"],"RUN_ON_LOAD":["TRUE"], 

"EVENTS":["packet_event"], 

"SCRIPT":["  RuntimeHost.SetSettingItem(\"UnsubscribeAllEvents\",false); 

 function  packet_event(o, e) {  received = e.Packet;   

newTB.UpdateText(received.Text); MessageBox.Show('Packet=' +   

received.Text); } proc.PacketReceived += packet_event; tab = new   

NodeTab(); tab.Width = 200; tab.Height = 200; newTB = new SyncTextBox();  newTB.Name = 

'textBox_output'; newTB.Location = new Point(7, 6);  newTB.Multiline = true; newTB.Size = new 

Size(226, 50);  tab.Controls.Add(newTB);  Node.addTab(tab, \"TestScriptTab\", true);   

MessageBox.Show('Hello World.');"]} 

 

The basic elements of a script is described in the Table 2.1 
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Table 2.1: Elements of a script 

Script Element Function 

From Specifies the sender of the script 

To Specifies the receiver of the script 

SCRIPT_ID Specifies the script id of the script. Each 

script should have a unique script id that of 

the other scripts in a node. 

ACTION Specifies the action to be performed for the 

particular script identified by SCRIPT_ID. 

Action can be one of four types from below: 

- ADD_SCRIPT_PROCESSOR 

- EDIT_SCRIPT_PROCESSOR 

- EXECUTE_SCRIPT 

-REMOVE_SCRIPT_PROCESSOR 

RUN_ON_LOAD If the value is “true” script should be 

executed. If “false” script should not be 

executed. Normally this element is used with 

the actions ADD_SCRIPT_PROCESSOR or 

EDIT_SCRIPT_PROCESSOR to mention 

whether to execute the script when adding it 

to the node /editing the script from the node. 

EVENTS Mention the type of the event. Can be null. 

SCRIPT The actual script to be added/edited/executed. 

The outcome will vary depend on the script 

content. 
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In the current implementation, subscribers will subscribe to information of 

interest by sending scripts to relevant publishers as shown in Figure 2.4. In this 

framework publishers can be subscribers and vice versa. It is assumed that the 

subscribers are aware of the identities of the publishers they are dealing with. The 

ScriptMessageProcessor at the publisher‟s end will store this script with the relevant 

subscription. Whenever new data is available at the publisher‟s end, scripts perform 

calculations mentioned in the subscriptions and check if the subscription attached to 

them is satisfied or not.  If a subscription is satisfied, the script will inform all the 

subscribers for that specific subscription. Subscribers themselves have scripts waiting 

for data from the publishers. Whenever a subscriber receives a resulting script for a 

matched subscription, the script attached to the subscriber will perform the action 

specified in the resulting script. 

 

Figure 2.4: Script communication framework
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Chapter 3 

Design 

3.1 Design Overview 

This chapter describes the key design aspects of our system and how those 

aspects are integrated into the scenarios discussed in the previous chapter. 

The design is focused on a scenario where, when a location event is received 

by the publisher, each event will be discarded immediately unless it satisfies the 

proximity relationship, in which case it will be reported to the end user. Due to the 

low probability of relationship satisfaction, most events will be discarded. Therefore, 

the network is not burdened with unnecessary event traffic and computational costs 

are scaled well. 

3.1.1 Design Approach for Scenario #1: Buddy 

Proximity 

In the current context of implementation, each entity will have a script which 

subscribes to its own GPS location data. So the entity “A” will have a script “scriptA” 

which gets its own GPS data and entity “B” will have a script “scriptB” accordingly.  

When one of the entities wants to create and subscribe to a location proximity 

relationship with the other entity as in the scenario #1, they do the following. 

i. Define a relationship name (e.g.: AB_Proximity) 

ii. Define proximity (e.g.: 10 yards)
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iii. If A is initiating the relationship, A sends a message (will be 

another script) to “scriptB” in B with the relationship name and 

the calculation to be performed. 

iv. Then B adds the proximity relationship and adds A as a 

subscriber to that relationship. Since B is also interested in this 

relationship, it is also added as a subscriber to that relationship. 

v. Once the relationship is satisfied, both A and B will get 

customized alerts. (e.g.: B will get “A is close” and A will get 

“B is close”) 

A summarized version of the above steps are shown in the Figure 3.1 

 

Figure 3.1: Design approach for scenario: Buddy Proximity 
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3.1.2 Design Approach for Scenario#2: Criminal-Gang 

Parole Violation Detection 

 In the criminal gang scenario, we assume that criminal #1 and criminal #2 has 

scripts running which gets its own GPS data. When the parole officer wants to get a 

notification if the two criminals violate the parole condition, the following steps are 

performed. 

i. Criminal #1 creates a proximity relationship with criminal #2 

which will check for parole condition violation. The steps are 

very similar to scenario #1 

ii. This relationship is uniquely identified by the relationship name 

given during the relationship creation. 

iii. Parole officer sends a message (will be another script) to the 

script in one of the criminals and subscribe to that relationship. 

Let us assume that the parole officer is subscribed to criminal 

#1‟s script. 

iv. When the relationship is satisfied, criminal #1‟s script will 

inform the parole officer. 

This scenario is shown in Figure 3.2 
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Figure 3.2: Design approach for Criminal-Gang Parole Violation Detection 

3.2 Distributed Algorithm 

 When we consider about the scenario criminal-gang parole violation detection, 

there are two publishers; criminal #1 and criminal #2. The two scripts attached to 

them (script1 and script2) need to collaborate with each other in order to determine 

the satisfaction of the proximity relationship. In other words, script1 is waiting for the 

GPS location update events from script2 and vice versa. Script1 and script2 should 

have an efficient distributed algorithm to be performed whenever a new event occurs. 

 There are two core principles involved. First, we focus on the relationship, not 

on the new event content. Second, we try to find a way to place the information on a 
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continuous number scale. These principles are derived from the application of the 

“law of continuity”. 

 The law of continuity states that for an entity to change from one state to 

another, all the intermediate states must be visited.  For example, when we consider 

about proximity parole violations between a pair of gang members, we are first 

interested in the distance between them and only later interested in their actual 

locations.  We can represent the distance between a pair along a number line. The 

distance is inherently continuous. Therefore, we know that the distance must first 

shrink by half, and then by half again, and so on before a desired proximity can be 

reached. Based on this idea, Fulcrum [BG05] has come up with a proximity range ring 

algorithm which is described in the next section. 

3.2.1 Pair-wise Proximity Range Ring Algorithm 

 According to law of continuity, it is a known fact that to go from one end of 

the scale to the other we must visit all the points in between. Thus, the data must 

traverse a series of half-way points. 

 If we visualize the scenario #1; suppose we need to achieve the proximity 

between two people to be 10 yards. We know that proximity is impossible until half 

the distance is traveled by one person. We know that a mirror image exists for each 

person. Each may travel freely until one of them crosses the midpoint. We can create 

a bounding region around each person (a range ring), within which we know that the 

proximity with the other person is impossible. Thus, we can filter out all the events 

that fall within that region as unnecessary events, avoiding constant re-evaluation of 

the distance. 
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 In this range ring strategy, these “half-way” points are the only events that 

need to be communicated between the collaborating entities.  When entities are far 

apart in their relationship, the data is reported infrequently. However, when the half-

way points become small, data is reported more frequently. 

 The algorithm sets up two range rings. Each range ring is initially centered on 

the person under observation as shown in Figure 3.3. The radius of each ring is set to 

(initial distance – desired proximity)/2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on the idea described above we can filter out all the events within the bounding 

regions. This is shown in the Figure 3.4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Radius = (distance-desired)/2 

A 

Distance 

Desired proximity 

B 

Figure 3.3:Range Ring Implementation 
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When one person travels outside the assigned range ring (e.g., B) there is a 

possibility that the proximity relationship is satisfied. If it is satisfied, then a 

notification is published to all the subscribers. If not, we have to perform the 

following steps. This scenario is depicted in Figure 3.5. 

1. B‟s new range ring is computed based on the last reported position of A. 

2. B‟s new location, the location used for A when calculating the range ring, 

and the new range ring information are published as an aggregated event and 

delivered to A. 

3. When A gets this data from B, A knows exactly what data was used in 

computing the new range ring and resets its internal variables accordingly. 

4. Finally, it is necessary for A‟s strategy to atomically check whether its 

current location is outside the new range ring. If so, the strategy behaves as 

if it has just then moved outside its range ring and repeats the same process. 

It may follow-up with its own new range ring event to ensure the proximity 

condition. 

B 

A 

Events within the range ring 

can be filtered out  

Possible proximity match: Report it!  

B 

Figure 3.4: Identifying possible proximity matches 
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 The race condition of the users simultaneously leaving their range rings is handled in 

this atomic check. An important fact is that instances remain in synch by using common 

knowledge. If the two instances were allowed to evolve independently, it would not be 

possible to determine proximity accurately. 

 For this range ring implementation strategy, it does not matter if the new 

distance is less than or greater than the old distance since each algorithm instance 

computes new range rings around the last reported positions. This makes sure that a 

person is always within their range ring as shown in Figure 3.5. This algorithm 

assumes good connectivity and timely communications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A 
B 

New distance 

New Range 

Rings 

Last Reported positions would be 

the new range rings‟ origin 

Figure 3.5: Resynchronized Range Ring Algorithms 
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3.3 Reusable Implementation Components 

 Several ways of implementing reusable components are identified. A reusable 

class was used to represent components involved in the range ring development.  

This component has an origin and range as the main attributes. Origin refers to the last 

reported GPS position and range reefers to the bounding region about the origin. This 

component has methods to set and get the origin and range as shown in Figure 3.6. 

Generally the origin and the range are set simultaneously.  

+setOrigin() : void

+setRange() : void

+setPeer() : void

+getOrigin() : string

+getRange() : double

+getPeer() : string

-origin : string

-range : double

-peer : string

RangeRingComponent

 

Figure 3.6: Reusable class for range ring implementation 

                               

There are several reusable methods used for subscribing to GPS, deploying a 

new relationship, subscribing to relationships, informing subscribers about 

relationship satisfaction..etc. 

 Moreover, a new action events related to scripting environment is added.     

For example, CREATE_RANGERING, RANGERING_CROSSED, 

RELATIONSHIP_SATISFIED. This helps to process scripts faster for range ring 

action events. The implementation details about all these classes and methods are 

presented in the Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4 

Implementation  

4.1 Implementation Overview  

 This chapter presents the simplified approach used in building an efficient 

CBPS. It was decided to follow the idea presented in Fulcrum [BG05] that is making 

CBPS subscriptions first-class by allowing computations to  

(a) Be full-flown computations 

(b) Advertising their own events  

(c) Subscribing to multiple events from multiple sources.   

 There are some important objectives in this implementation. First we want to 

modify the existing implementation of Ubibot [VEG09] framework to support 

script/services/plug-in addressing. Then, we want to add the content-based routing 

capability to Ubibot framework to get a working model for Fulcrum‟s idea. Finally, 

we want to offer flexibility and support the natural dimensions of growth for more 

advanced computations. 

4.2 Infrastructure Implementation 

 Infrastructure is mainly based on the Ubibot framework with some additional 

features to handle an efficient content-based routing. As previously mentioned, the 

Ubibot is a publish-subscribe implementation that uses MSN messenger platform as 

the message substrate. We achieve first class subscriptions by implementing those 
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using scripts. Scripts allow subscription computations to be placed on any device of 

interest and advertise their own events. Scripts can also subscribe to multiple events 

from multiple sources.  These new functionalities added to the Ubibot help us achieve 

leverage Fulcrum features are described in the following sections. 

4.2.1 Script framework Implementation 

 The Ubibot framework is modified such that it is possible for it to interact with 

scripts that can be used for communication between entities and computation 

processing. There are four functions related to basic script operations as described in 

the design chapter.  

1. Add a script 

2. Edit a script 

3. Execute a script 

4. Remove a  script 

 Apart from the above basic operations, some additional script actions are 

added to get the range ring functionality working.  The operations are: 

 ADD_RANGE_RING_INFO: Used to create the range ring information at the 

peer entity. 

 RANGE_RING_CROSSED: Used to identify and perform functionality when 

the range ring is crossed. 

 RELATIONSHIP_SATISFIED: Used to notify subscribers about a proximity 

relationship satisfaction. 

In order to process all the messages related to plug-ins/services there should be 

a message processor attached to each plug-in or service in the Ubibot framework. 
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Since we need to process messages related to scripts as well, we created a new 

message processor to process scripts. 

The “process” method in the message processor does the processing for 

incoming scripts. Below are the basic elements of the “process” method: 

override public void process(Packet inpacket) 

  { 

        PacketJson packet = new PacketJson(inpacket); 

        string action = packet.getFirstPropVal("ACTION"); 

        string script_id = packet.getFirstPropVal("SCRIPT_ID"); 

 

if (action == "ADD_SCRIPT_PROCESSOR") 

       { 

//Add a script 

} 

 

else if (action == "EDIT_SCRIPT_PROCESSOR") 

{ 

// Edit a script 

} 

 

else if (action == "EXECUTE_SCRIPT") 

{ 

//Execute the script 

} 

 

else if( action == "REMOVE_SCRIPT_PROCESSOR") 

{ 

            // Remove a script 

} 

 

else if (action == "ADD_RANGE_RING_INFO") 

 { 

 // Store the range ring information contained in the incoming script 

}  

 

else if (action == "RANGE_RING_CROSSED") 

{ 

// Range ring has been crossed. Check for proximity condition satisfaction . 

// if satisfied, inform itself and the peer using a new script with the script action  

//”RELATIONSHIP_SATISFIED”, 

// if not satisfied, create the new range ring and inform the other party with the script 

//action “ADD_RANGE_RING_INFO” 

} 

                       

else if (action == "RELATIONSHIP_SATISFIED") 

{ 

 // Proximity relationship is satisfied. Inform the subscribers 

} 

    } 
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4.2.2 Addressing 

 Addressing specific scripts/ services/ plug-ins is mandatory when trying to 

build an efficient CBPS architecture. The Ubibot framework identifies each entity 

uniquely by its MSN messenger id. However, we need to implement a more efficient 

way of communicating with the Ubibot. This will allow us to talk to specific 

scripts/services/plug-ins attached to a particular entity. This is achieved using 

combining entity‟s msn id with the script name/service name/plug-in name. 

 e.g.: A@hotmail.com~ ScriptA 

When receiving a message, a script name / plug-in name or the service name 

addressed by a particular message is extracted as shown below.  

 

1. if (recipientName.Contains("~")) 

2. { 

3. int index = recipientName.IndexOf('~'); 

4. String strPluginOrScript = recipientName.Substring(index + 1); 

5. Object obj=   msgProcessorMappingTable[strPluginOrScript]; 

6. MessageProcessor msgProcInstance = (MessageProcessor)obj; 

7. msgProcInstance.process(packet); 

8. } 

 

When we receive a message from an entity, the recipient will have the 

combined information of its MSN id and script name / plug-in name. We extract the 

script name/ plug-in name from the recipient as shown in the line 1-4. The node/entity 

has a place holder (a dictionary in C#) to store all the message processors attached to 

that particular node/entity. The particular message processor attached to the unique 

script( “scriptA” in our example) can be extracted as shown in the line 4. We the 

forward the entire message to the message processor attached to this particular script 

for further processing. 

 

mailto:A~MsgProcSubsctibe@hotmail.com
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4.2.3 Complete System Overview 

The complete implementation of the system is shown below in Figure 4.1 

 

Figure 4.1: Class Diagram for the complete system 
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Chapter 5 

Buddy Proximity Implementation 

5.1 Overview 

 This chapter describes the specific implementation details for our scenario #1-

buddy proximity as shown in the Figure 5.1 

 

Figure 5.1: Buddy proximity scenario 

A and B are interested in receiving a notification when their distance is 10 

yards. So they create a proximity relationship between them and wait for a 

notification later in the day.  
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At the end of this chapter, we discuss about how we achieve a simpler and a 

more efficient CBPS architecture using the range ring algorithm and advanced 

subscriptions which have computations attached to it. 

5.2 Range Ring Component 

The buddy proximity is implemented using the range ring algorithm described 

in the Chapter 3. A reusable class is used to store the range ring components. The 

relationship name given during the proximity relationship initialization is used to 

identify different range ring components within an entity. This way, an entity can 

handle more than one range ring components efficiently. The class diagram of the 

range ring component is shown in Figure 5.2. 

 

Figure 5.2: Class Diagram for Range Ring Component 

The initial radius of the range ring is computed using the following reusable 

method. 
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public double calculateRangeRing(string peer, string gpsLocB,string latestLocA, string proximity) 

        { 

            double desDistance = Double.Parse(proximity); 

          Location l1 = new Location(gpsLocB); 

          Location l2 = new Location(latestLocA); 

          double initialDistance = l1.distSquared(l2); 

          double radius = (initialDistance - desDistance) / 2; 

          return radius; 

  } 

 

5.3 Implementation Steps 

When implementing the buddy proximity scenario, the GPS mechanism is 

used to track the distance between entities. We use the built-in GPS service in the 

Ubibot framework in our implementation. The GPS service gets the data from 

mobile phone‟s GPS sensor and publishes them to interested entities. We use a script 

to subscribe to the GPS updates. Then, the GPS service publishes those updates in to 

that particular script.  

Following steps describe the implementation details for buddy proximity. 

1) First A and B use a script to subscribe to the GPS service available in the Ubibot 

to receive the updates to that particular script. The user interface (UI) component 

for this particular scenario is highlighted in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3: UI for GPS subscription 

 

 The subscription script that will be sent to the GPS service looks like 

this: 

{"From": " A@hotmail.com~ SCRIPT _A " , "To": 

"A@hotmail.com~RpcNode.MsgProcManageScriptProcessor" , "SCRIPT_ID": ["SCRIPT 

_A"  ],"ACTION": ["ADD_SCRIPT_PROCESSOR"  ],"RUN_ON_LOAD": ["TRUE"  

],"SCRIPT": [" Node.subscribeToGPSPlugin(„ScriptA');"  ] } 

 

2) Next, let‟s assume that B is going to create a proximity relationship with A. B also 

needs to subscribe to A‟s GPS location. The UI that handles this part is 

highlighted in the Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.4: Creation of a buddy proximity relationship 

 A typical script that does this functionality looks like this: 

{"From": "B@hotmail.com~SCRIPT_B" ,"To": A@hotmail.com~SCRIPT_A” 

,"SCRIPT_ID": ["SCRIPT_B" ],"ACTION": ["EDIT_SCRIPT_PROCESSOR"  ], 

"RELATIONSHIP_NAME": [“AB_Proximity_Rel"  ],"GPSLOC": 

["32.8810366666667,-117.233823333333"  ], "DISTANCE": ["10"], “OPERATOR” 

: “<”, "RUN_ON_LOAD": ["TRUE"  ], "SCRIPT": [" 

Node.deployProximityRelationship('SCRIPT_A','A@hotmail.com~SCRIPT_A', 

'B@hotmail.com~SCRIPT_B' , '32.8810366666667,-117.233823333333', '10', 

„AB_Proximity_Rel‟,0,0);"  ] } ] 

 

A reusable method is used to add and subscribe to the proximity relationship 

of interest.  

public void deployProximityRelationship(string myScript,string recipient, string 

sender, string originOfPeer, string proximity,string relationshipName,string 

range,string orginOfMine) 

        { 

        } 
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The above script will store the computations that need to be performed for the 

proximity relationship to be satisfied at the other entity. This script will also subscribe 

to the relationship described above, namely “AB_Proximity_Rel”. 

 

3) When A receives this script, it will perform the below steps. 

a) Creates the range ring component for this particular proximity 

relationship. We create a new object out of RangeRingComponent 

class as described in the previous section. 

RangeRingComponent rangeRingComponent = new RangeRingComponent(); 

rangeRingComponent.setPeer(sender);            

rangeRingComponent.setOrigin(originOfPeer); 

double rangeNew = this.calculateRangeRing(sender, originOfPeer, latestGps, 

proximity); 

                rangeRingComponent.setRange(double.Parse(rangeNew)); 

 

b) Adds A as a subscriber to this particular proximity relationship. 

i. There is a dictionary that stores all the subscribers for a 

particular relationship. 

private Dictionary<string, string> relationshipSubMapping = new 

Dictionary<string, string>(); 

ii. Store A as a subscriber for the relationship “AB_Proximity_Rel” 

this.relationshipSubMapping.Add(“A@hotmail.com~SCRIPT_A, 

“AB_Proximity_Rel”); 

c) Inform B about the new range ring information. The script that does 

this is shown below: 

{"From": "A@hotmail.com~SCRIPT_A" ,"To": “B@hotmail.com~SCRIPT_B" 

"SCRIPT_ID": ["SCRIPT_B"  ],"DISTANCE": ["10"  ],"ACTION": 

["ADD_RANGE_RING_INFO"  ] ,“OPERATOR” : “<”,"RUN_ON_LOAD": 

["TRUE"  ],"GPSLOC": ["32.8810366666667,-117.233823333333"  

],"RELATIONSHIP_NAME": ["AB_Proximity_Rel "  ],"SCRIPT": [" 

Node.deployProximityRelationship('SCRIPT_B','B@hotmail.com~SCRIPT_B','
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A@hotmail.com~SCRIPT_A','32.88082015,-117.234239966667','10',' 

AB_Proximity_Rel ','5','32.8810366666667,-117.233823333333');"  ] } 

 

4) The GPS service sends the GPS updates to scripts we placed in the entities A and 

B. An example code snippet that sends GPS updates to SCRIPT_A is shown 

below. 

PacketJson p = new PacketJson(“A@hotmail.com~MsgProcGpsSubscribe”, 

“A@hotmail.com~SCRIPT_A”); 

       p.updatePropVal("PUBLISH", "GPS"); 

    p.updatePropVal("GPS", ”32.8810366666667,-117.233823333333”); 

p.updatePropVal("SCRIPT_ID", “SCRIPT_A”); 

p.updatePropVal("ACTION", "EXECUTE_SCRIPT"); 

             Plugin.send(p); 

 

5) After this initial range ring is set up, each time a new GPS update is received, both 

A and B check if the current distance is within the range ring. 

string newGpsLoc = packet.getFirstPropVal("GPS"); 

Location l1 = new Location(newGpsLoc); 

       Location l2 = new Location(originA); 

       //get the distance between the origin of A and the latest gps location 

       double newDistance = l1.distSquared(l2); 

       //get the relationshipname for this particular script id Dictionary<string, string>           

        scriptRelationshipNameMapping = this.Node.getScriptRelationshipNameMappingTable(); 

  string relName = scriptRelationshipNameMapping[script_id]; 

 

//get the range ring component for this particular relationship 

Dictionary<string, Object> RRMap = this.Node.getRelRRMapping(); 

RangeRingComponent rrInstance = (RangeRingComponent)RRMap[relName]; 

 

//get the radius of the rangering 

double radius = rrInstance.getRange(); 

 

if (newDistance > radius)  

 

 

6) If the current distance is not within the existing range, a new range ring is created 

based on the last reported GPS position of the other entity and the other entity is 

updated with the new range. 

 For instance, if A finds out that its current GPS location is outside 

the range ring, it creates the new range ring based on the last reported 
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GPS position of B and informs B with the script‟s action being 

“RANGE_RING_CROSSED”. This message will also have the new 

GPS location of A. The script that is communicated in this scenario 

is shown below: 

{"From":A@hotmail.com~SCRIPT_A"To": 

"B@hotmail.com~SCRIPT_B","ACTION":"RANGE_RING_CROSSED"],"RUN_O

N_LOAD":["TRUE"],"RELATIONSHIP_NAME":["AB_Proximity_Rel"], 

"RADIUS":["5.43123”],"PEER_ORIGIN":["32.8811437,117.23511615"], 

"YOUR_ORIGIN_USED":["32.8811813833333,-117.234050266667"], 

"SCRIPT_ID":["SCRIPT_B”],"SCRIPT":[" updateRangeRing(„32.8811437,-

117.23511615‟,‟32.8811813833333,  

-117.234050266667 „,‟ 5.43123‟”] } ] 

 

7) If the current distance between the entities is within the existing range ring, we 

ignore the GPS event. In the old Ubibot approach, every GPS event was 

broadcasted to all the subscribers. 

8) Once B gets the updated range ring information, it first updates its existing range 

ring information. Then it checks to see if its current GPS position is within the 

new range ring information it just received from A. If the position is within the 

new range ring, B does nothing. But if the position is outside the new range ring, 

it will create a new range ring using the last reported position of A.  

 If the range is a positive value, informs A with the script‟s action 

being “RANGE_RING_CROSSED“.  

 If the range is a negative value, it means we have satisfied the 

proximity relationship. We then inform B and A about the proximity 

relationship satisfaction, making the script‟s action to be 

“RELATIONSHIP_SATISFIED”. A sample script that does this 

functionality is shown below: 
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{"FROM":"B@hotmail.com~SCRIPT_B","To":"A@hotmail.com~SCRIPT_A","AC

TION":["RELATIONSHIP_SATISFIED"],"RUN_ON_LOAD":["TRUE"],"RELATI

ONSHIP_NAME":["AB_Proximity_Rel”],"SCRIPT_ID":["SCRIPT_A"],"SCRIPT"

:[" MessageBox.Show('B is close!!!');"]} 

 

 Once both the buddies get the message with the script action, 

“RELATIONSHIP_SATISFIED”, they will show a customized alert 

saying “A is close” or “B is close” in B and A respectively. 

9)  The race condition of the users simultaneously leaving their respective range rings is 

taken care by the atomic check described in step 8 and by exchanging only the 

smaller of the two range rings. 

5.4 Summary of Buddy Proximity 

Implementation 
 

From the above discussed implementation details, it is clear that after the 

initial range ring setup, the next event of communication between A and B will be 

concerning the new range ring information or the proximity relationship satisfaction 

information. The distributed algorithms we placed at A and B calculate the buddy 

proximity and inform the buddies only when an event of importance has occurred.  

In a regular buddy proximity relationship, there will be a communication between 

entities every time a new GPS update is available in either side. 

 The CBPS architecture we built using the Fulcrum‟s approach seems 

complicated since we have to know the exact buddies we are communicating with and 

have to place the computations in every buddy. The subscriptions in our approach 

have computations attached to it, whereas, in normal subscriptions they just subscribe 
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to some raw events. Our subscriptions are intelligent when compared to traditional 

subscriptions.  

Although our algorithm seems complex and subscriptions are complicated, our 

approach eases programmer's effort as the computations we place at the publishers are 

automatically executed when new event data is generated and a communication 

happens only to inform about important events. In the traditional approach, the 

programmer is responsible of propagating every single raw event to the subscribers 

and programming them to check for proximity condition satisfactions. When 

comparing the network cost incur in the old approach to propagate all the unwanted 

events, our algorithm and subscriptions build up a more efficient CBPS.
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Chapter 6 

Experiments & Evaluation 

6.1 Experiments 

The main goal of this thesis was to experimentally evaluate the Fulcrum 

[BG05] approach to make CPBS more efficient. In the current context of the 

implementation, the use of brokers which was mentioned in the Fulcrum was 

avoided and used a simpler implementation using scripts to pass computations across 

the network. The hypothesis is that our solution is more efficient than normal 

publish-subscribe systems both in terms of software engineering and performance. 

 In order to evaluate the performance, five test scenarios were taken into 

consideration and gathered data for each scenario. In each scenario, the number of 

unwanted events eliminated in the approach was evaluated when compared to a 

normal publish-subscribe system. It was also identified the nature of the scenarios 

and how it affects the final outcome. It was expected to achieve a combined 

performance of lg2(distance) from our range ring algorithm and a lg2(Original 

Events) of reduced event communication. 

6.1.1 Experiment set-up 

The basic idea of our experiment was to compare the efficiency of the old 

Ubibot approach with the modified version of the Ubibot which embeds in it the 

Fulcrum capabilities. The previous version of Ubibot was a plain publish-subscribe 
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whereas, the new version will be an efficient CBPS. The HP iPAQ windows mobile 

device was used to test the approach. Each scenario was tested at UC San Diego, La 

Jolla since it was allowed to connect to the UCSD wireless network for MSN 

messenger communication. The distance covered was approximately 20 yards. It was 

not possible to cover a larger distance because the UCSD network‟s strength was 

weaker as the distance was increased, which affected the communication across the 

devices. In a real deployment of the application, it is advised to use GSM as the 

communication method rather than Wi-Fi. Two people were used to test the buddy 

proximity scenario described in the previous chapter. They were made to move 

towards each other, move away from each other, stay close to one another and stay far 

from one another. We also made them to move in an intermediate distance not 

satisfying the proximity condition. Throughout the experiments, it was attempted to 

cover a wide range of behavioral possibilities, looking for anomalies. The speed of the 

movement of the two buddies can be 3-4 miles per hour (MPH) for a fast walker and 

1-2 MPH for a slow-walker.   

6.1.2 Test Scenario #1- Both Moving Closer 

In the first scenario, A and B stay far apart from each other and then gradually 

move towards one another to get a “close” alert notification. It was also evaluated on 

this scenario to have 

- Both A and B moving slowly 

- Both A and B moving fast 

- One moving fast and the other moving slowly 

The results that we obtained are shown in the Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.2: Experimental results for scenario #1- both moving closer 

 Both Moving 

Slowly 

One moving 

fast, Other 

moving slowly 

Both Moving 

fast 

 

# Original events 4 7 2 

# Range ring 

events 2 4 2 

 

A graph plotted from this data is shown in the Figure 6.1. 

 

Figure 6.1: Overview of test scenario #1- both moving closer 

The above graph shows that the number of range ring events are increased 

when A and B have different motion behaviors as compared to when they have the 

same motion behavior. When both A and B move fast, the same number of event 

communications were received in both old and the new approach. 
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6.1.3 Test Scenario #2- Both Moving Away 

In the second scenario, A and B start close to each other (not closer than the 

proximity condition) and then gradually move away from one another. It was also 

evaluated on this scenario to have 

- Both A and B moving slowly 

- Both A and B moving fast 

- One moving fast and the other moving slowly 

The results that we obtained are shown in the Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3: Experimental results for scenario #2- both moving away 

 Both Moving 

Slowly 

One moving 

fast, Other 

moving slowly 

Both Moving 

fast 

 

# Original 

events 5 8 3 

# Range ring 

events 2 3 2 

 

A graph plotted from this data is shown in the Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2: Overview of test data for scenario #2 – both moving away 

The above graph shows the same behavior we noticed in the previous graph. 

That is when the buddies have different motion behaviors; the number of range ring 

events generated is higher than when they have similar motion behaviors. 

6.1.4 Test Scenario #3- Both Stay Far  

 In the third test scenario, A and B stay far apart from one another and remain 

stationary throughout the experiment. The results we obtained for this scenario is 

shown in Table 6.4. 

Table 6.4: Experimental results for scenario #3 – both stay far 

# Original events  10 

# Range ring events 1 
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Since both A and B are stationary, only possible range ring event would be the initial 

range ring set up event.  

6.1.5 Test Scenario #4- Both Stay Close  
 

In the fourth test scenario, A and B stay close to each other and remain 

stationary throughout the experiment. Here they stay closer than the proximity 

relationship condition. The results obtained for this scenario is depicted in Table 6.5. 

Table 6.5: Experiment results for scenario #4 – both stay close 

# Original events  4 

# Range ring events 2 

 

Since both A and B are stationary, the  possible range ring events would be the initial 

range ring set up event and the range ring crossing event which satisfy the proximity 

relationship. 

6.1.6 Test Scenario #5- Both Moving in an Intermediate 

Distance 

 

 In the fifth scenario, A and B stay at an intermediate distance and move only 

within that intermediate distance but never causing a close notification to occur. This 

scenario is depicted in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3: Overview of Test scenario #5- both move an intermediate distance 

The results we obtained are shown in the Table 6.6. 

Table 6.6: Experimental results for scenario #5 - both move an intermediate distance 

# Original events  63 

# Range ring events 1 

 

In this particular scenario, we can state that as long as entities remain within their 

range rings, no new range ring events are reported.  

6.2 Evaluation 

According to the test scenarios #1 and #2, when both A and B have 

different motion behaviors than the one another, the number of range ring events are 

relatively larger than the other two sub test scenarios of both moving slowly and both 

moving fast. And we also observed that when people are in the same motion 

behavior (both either moving slowly or moving fast), the number of range ring 
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events we received are relatively the same. This is because when they are in the same 

motion they tend to cover the same distance and our range ring algorithm is highly 

based on the distance between the entities not the number of events received.  

Another graph is plotted to compare the results of scenario #1 and scenario 

#2. This is shown in Figure 6.4. 

 

Figure 6.4: Comparison of scenario #1 and scenario #2 

From the above graph it can be stated that, the number of range ring events 

reported from our approach is smaller than the number of events reported from the 

old Ubibot approach. The results can be the same in the old and the new approach 

when both entities are moving fast. 

According to the testing scenario #3, it can be concluded that, when the people 

in a proximity relationship stay far apart from each other, the only event of 

communication would be the initial range ring creation event. Therefore, although 

there are many GPS updates coming from the sensor, we can eliminate the reporting 
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of these useless events as long as interested the entities in the proximity relationship 

stay far apart. 

According to the testing scenario #4, we can be concluded that when people in 

a proximity relationship stay closer than the proximity defined by the relationship, 

there will be only 2 range ring events of communication. In the old approach of 

Ubibot, both entities will broadcast several GPS events to each other, the average 

being 4 events. Since we have deployed the proximity satisfaction computations to 

the entities, they are able to perform these computations automatically rather than 

broadcasting all the events. This way the number of events can be minimized to 2 as 

long as the entities stay close to each other. 

According to the testing scenario #5, the entities will move at an intermediate 

distance while not satisfying the proximity condition. Only one range ring event was 

received amongst the 63 GPS events. This is much more efficient than normal 

publish-subscribe systems as our solution has eliminated 62 unwanted events of 

communication for this particular scenario. 

From the distributed algorithm presented in Chapter 3, the performance of our 

system is lg2(distance), but we cannot guarantee this for all the scenarios. When A 

and B walk towards each other at the same speed, the number of range ring reports 

would be 2. If A were stationary and B were moving towards A, the performance 

would be lg2(distance).  When A and B maintain a constant distance separation, the 

solution only reduces the event traffic by a constant. 

 In a normal publish-subscribe system, the performance would be 

calculated with the number of original events O(Original Events). But when 

evaluating our experimental results, it can be stated that our solution achieves the 
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efficiency of O(Range Ring events) which would be approximately  lg2 (Original 

Events). 

 This efficiency is affectively achieved by our simplified implementation of the 

publish-subscribe infrastructure using scripts and placing the computations at both 

the publishers‟ and the subscribers‟ end. 

 Our approach is efficient not only in performance but also in software 

engineering aspects. Our approach introduces some complexity by having to 

distribute the computation to all the people who participate in a proximity 

relationship as described in the Chapter 5. But this mechanism reduces the burden to 

the programmer as the computation is placed on the devices of interest and gets 

executed automatically when the new data is available for its processing. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

7.1 Discussion 

 The research was focused on the implementation and evaluation of an efficient 

content-based publish-subscribe system. The idea of efficiently dealing with the 

proximity relationship was extracted from the Fulcrum [BG05]. The requirement was 

to evaluate this idea in an actual deployment because it was assumed that the 

Fulcrum‟s idea is effective both in terms of the software engineering perspective as 

well as the performance perspective. In order to achieve this it was dealt with the 

dynamic environments which involved complex filters that need to be executed on the 

event content before routing them to the subscribers. A simpler implementation of 

routing proximity computations to the publishers using the scripts mechanism was 

used. The communication between the publishers and subscribers were also done 

using the scripts mechanism. 

 When evaluating the proximity relationships, a distributed algorithm was 

placed at the entities participating in the relationship. These algorithm components act 

autonomously, i.e. they set up a filter region, monitor sensor data and avoid the 

propagation of unwanted events if the proximity condition is not satisfied. By 

reducing propagation of unwanted events to the network, we are able to achieve a 

reduced network cost while achieving full efficiency in the mobile environment. 
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Although the selected algorithm seems complex and subscriptions are 

complicated, it can be stated that the selected approach eases the programmer's effort 

as the computations place at the publishers are automatically executed when new 

event data is generated and a communication happens only to inform about important 

events. In the traditional approach, the programmer is responsible of propagating 

every single raw event to the subscribers and programming them to check for 

proximity condition satisfactions. When comparing the network cost incur in the old 

approach to propagate all the unwanted events, this algorithm and subscriptions build 

up a more efficient CBPS. 

 Experiments on the performance of this solution was performed and compared 

it with normal publish-subscribe system. After evaluating the results of our 

experiments, we found out that when the entities involved in a proximity relationship 

have different motion behaviors, the numbers of range ring events generated are 

greater than when they have the same motion behavior. In conclusion, it was possible 

to reduce the event traffic from O(original events) to O(lg2 (Original Events)).  

7.2 Future Work 

 There are many possibilities of future work in the approach taken. In the 

current implementation, the application was not overloaded with many proximity 

relationships deployed in an entity. One possibility is to evaluate the performance 

based on the number and the complexity of proximity relationships.  

 Another possible future work is to implement the possibility of dealing with 

proximity relationships with more than two people. In order to do that, more advanced 

evaluation of the range ring strategy will be required. This will open up an 
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opportunity to leverage proximity relationships based on the group of people using 

our simplified publish-subscribe approach. 

 In the current implementation, it was only focused on deploying simple 

computations at the publisher‟s end. In the future, the system can be enhanced so that 

it can perform more complex computations based on different attributes rather than 

just one attribute. (In our case, we evaluate the attribute “GPS location” of entities) 

 With the current implementation of script framework, it is not possible for a 

script to handle more than one proximity relationship. As part of the future work, one 

can leverage the possibility of having one script that can take care of different 

relationships within a single entity. This will be advantageous in case of overloading 

the application with several relationships deployed in a single entity. 
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